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1. 
This invention relates to an improvement in 

the type of Wirebound box-making machine 
shown in United States Patent No. 2,161,200, of 
June 6, 1939, and particularly to means for reduc 
ing the burden imposed on the feed belts of the 
bight-forming ?nachine by the transfer of box 
blanks to the bight-forning machine from the 
Stapling machine which attaches the binding 
Wires to the box banks. 
One of the objects of the invention is to pro 

vide a flexible loop for supporting the box blanks 
being transferred from the stapling machine to 
the bight-forming machine, which will have a 
lifting action on the box blanks being transferred 
from One machine to the other, under the in 
fluence of weights acting on the flexible loop, so 
that the drag of these box blanks against the 
conveyer belts of the bight-forning machine Will 
be reduced and heavier box blanks may be han 
dled by both machines. 
With the above and other objectS in View, the 

invention Coringirises certain new and useful con 
structions, combinations, and arrangements of 
parts, clearly described in the following specifica 
tion, and fully illustrated in the accompanying 
drawings, in which: 

Figure 1 is a top plan view, showing the con 
fronting ends of the stapling machine and the 
bight-forning inachine. 

Fig. 2 is a side elevation thereof. 
Fig. 3 is a fraginentary top plan View of one 

of the flexible icop-fol'22ing bends, ShoWing One 
end of the weight-cariying rod, taken on a larg 
er Scale. 

Fig. 4 is a side elevation thereof. 
Fig. 5 is a detail side view of a clamp. 
Fig. 6 is a detail top plan view thereof. 
In the machine of said Patent No. 2,161,200, 

box blanks aire fed through and discharged from 
the stapling rachine continuously at a uniform 
speed, and tile stream of wire-connected box 
blarks which energe fron: the Stapling machine 
is drawn into the bight-forming machine by the 
feed gelts of the 3ight-forming machine. 
Because the sapling machine Operates on mov 

ing cox blanks and the bight-forming inachine 
Gperates Gn the so: ibianks only when they are 
at rest, the c is fead of the Staping Ina 
chine and the i 
torraing raaghi 
rro date tie f of the box blanks through both 
rachines. iiiis is a CComplished by moving the 
feed belts of tile bight-forming machine at a 
speed greater than the Speed of the conveyer 
bands of the stapling machine to compensate for 

termittent feed of the bight 
rist be correlated to accoin 
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8 is mounted to turn in the bearings 9. 

2 
the intermittent stopping of the box blanks in 
their movement through the bight-forming ma 
chine. 
Of course, when the feed of the belts of the 

bight-forming machine is stopped, the continuous 
feed of the Stapling machine will produce a sag 
in the Stream of wire-connected box blanks be 
tween the two machines. As shown and de 
scribed in said Patent No. 2,161,200, when this 
Sag reaches a predetermined low point the feed 
belts of the bight-forming machine are auto 
natically thrown into operation to take up the 
Sag, and when the sag reaches a predetermined 
high point the feed of the feed belts of the bight 
fol'nning machine are thrown out of operation. 
Thus, the feed of the feed belts of the bight 
forming machine is controlled by the amount of 
Sag of box blanks between the two machines. 
In said Patent No. 2,161,200, the weight of the 

box blanks between the Stapling machine and 
the bight-forming machine imposes a heavy 
burden on the feed belts of the bight-forming 
machine. The present invention is intended to 
reduce this burden. 

Referring to the accompanying drawings, 
which illustrate the practical embodiment of the 
invention, 5 designates one side frame and 6 the 
other Side frame of the stapling inachine, and 
the end frame of the bight-forming machine. 
On the Side frames 5 and 6 the cross shaft 

inis 
shaft carries the large pulley wheels is and , 
Which are engaged by the endless steel flexible 
conveyer bands 2 and 3. 
The Stapling machine delivers a strean of box 

blanks connected together by binding wires which 
are Secured by staples to the box blanks. This 
Stream of Wire-connected box blanks travels from 
the delivery end of the stapling machine to the 
receiving end of the bight-forming machine, and 
due to the intermittent operation of the mecha 
hism of the latter machine the box blanks being 
transferred from tie Stapling inachine to the 
bight-forning machine develop a downwardly 
curved slack loop which rises and falls in ac 
cordance With the output of the Stapling Tachine 
and the demands of the bight-forming in achine. 
The Sag in the Strea?in of box blanks produires a 
Cad Ci diag Which tergs to overload the con 
veyer belts of the bight-forning machine and 
definitely restricts the weight of box blanks which 
may be handled by the machines. 
To reduce the effective pull of the box blanks 

being transferred from one machine to the other, 
a flexible loop is provided by companion steel 
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bands f4 and 5. One end of the band is 
coupled at 6 to a horizontal support 7, by means 
of a link 8, so as to have a free pivotal action; 
and one end of the band 5 is similarly coupled 
so as to have a free pivotal action. The other 
end of the band 4 is connected by a clamp 2 
to a flexible cable 22, which is trained over a, 
grooved pulley 23 mounted to turn freely on the 
end frame member 7 of the bight-forming na 
chine; and the other end of the band 5 is Sim 
ilarly coupled to a flexible cable 24 by means 
of a clamp 25, and this cable is trained over a . 
grooved pulley 26, which is mounted to turn 
freely on the end frame member 7. 
The lower ends of the flexible cables. 22 and 24. 

are connected to a horizontal rod 2" by means 
of clamps 28. 
which is formed With one or more transverse 
openings 28b to receive the cable it engages. The 
cable end is looped around the rod 22, and the 
ends of this Supporting loop are clanped by 
means of washers 28c and 28d, which are closed 
against the cable and against a head 28e of the 
bolt 28d by means of a nut 28f. 
On the rod 27, a series of selected weights 29 

are arranged to maintain a predetermined lift 
ing force. On the two flexible bands 4 and 5. 
The stream of box blanks B moves from the 

Stapling machine, over downwardly-curved sta 
tionary guides 30 and 3 and over the flexible 
bands f4 and 5, in a downward loop, and then 
rises over the downwardly-curved guides 32 and 
33 of the bight-forming machine. 
The Weight of the stream of box blanks riding 

on the bands A and 5 is counteracted by the 
Weighted rod 27 which maintains an upward pull 
On the bands and the box blanks riding thereon. 
This upward pull tends to balance the gravity 
preSSure developed by the weight of the box 
blanks, and to the extent that it reduces this 
gravity pressure it also reduces the burden im 
pOSed upon the feed belts of the bight-forming 
machine. 
The starting and stopping of the feed belts 

of the bight-forming machine may be mechani 
cally controlled, as shown in said Patent No. 
2,161,200, or it may be electrically controlled by 
the rise and fall of a switch-controlling arm. 34 
which is Supported at its upper end on a lateral 
arm. 35 of a post 36 and is provided with a 
U-shaped lower end 37 which rides on the box 
blanks being transferred from one machine to 
the other. This control need not be described 
herein as it forms no part of the present in 
vention. 

It Will be understood that the invention is not 
to be limited to the specific embodiment shown 
herein for illustration. 

I claim: 
1. The combination with the delivery end of 

a box-blank stapling machine and the receiving 
end of a box-blank bight-forming machine, of 
a flexible band pivotally connected to the deliv 
ery end of the stapling machine and adapted to 
Support box blanks delivered from the stapling 
machine, a guide mounted on the receiving end 
of the bight-forming machine, a flexible cable 
Connected With the band and movable on the 
guide, and a weight connected With the flexible 
cable, whereby a lifting action will be maintained 
on the flexible band and the box blanks being 
transferred from the stapling machine to the 
bight-forming machine. 

2. The combination with the delivery end of 

Each clamp includes a bolt 23a, 
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4. 
a box-blank stapling machine and the receiving 
end of a bight-forming machine arranged to 
Operate on the box blanks, of a flexible box 
blank Supporting cradle pivotally connected at 
One end to the delivery end of the Stapling 
machine and having a Weighted end slidable on 
the receiving end of the bight-forming machine, 
Whereby box blanks being transferred from the 
stapling machine to the bight-forming machine 
will be subjected to a lifting action during such 
transfer, 

3. A flexible Cradle for Supporting box blanks 
being transferred from a box-Stapling machine 
to a bight-forming machine, comprising a pair 
of flexible bands having means for pivotally con 
necting the same to the delivery end of a stapling 
machine, pulleys having means for supporting 
the same on the receiving end of the bight 
forming machine, flexible cables connected to 
said bands and engaging the pulleys, and a rod 
connected to the flexible cables and provided 
With WeightS. 

4. The combination with the delivery end of 
a box-blank Stapling machine and the receiving 
end of a bight-forming machine, of a pair of 
flexible bands having pivotal connection with the 
stapling machine, pulleys Supported on the end 
of the bight-forming machine, flexible cables 
connected to the ends of the bands and engaging 
said pulleys, a rod connected to both cables, and 
a weight arranged on the rod, whereby a lifting 
action will be constantly maintained on the flex 
ible bands against the Weight of box blanks de 
livered by the stapling machine. 

5. The combination with a box blank Stapling 
machine and a bight-forming machine having 
work feeding means for dra Wing into the bight 
forming machine box blanks discharged by the 
stapling machine, of means to reduce the burden 
imposed upon the work feeding means by the 
weight of the box blanks being transferred from 
the stapling machine to the bight-forming ma 
chine, comprising, a flexible loop arranged be 
tween the confronting ends of the machines, and 
mean independent of said feeding means for 
causing a lifting action to be exerted by the loop 
upon box blanks being transferred from the 
Stapling machine to the bight-forming machine. 

6. The combination. With a box blank stapling 
machine and a bight-forming machine having 
Work feeding means for drawing into the bight 
forming machine box blanks discharged by the 
stapling machine, of means to reduce the burden 
imposed upon the work feeding means by the 
weight of the box blanks being transferred from 
the stapling machine to the bight-forming ma 
chine, comprising, a flexible Support for the box 
blanks arranged between the confronting ends 
of the machines, and Weight means arranged to 
cause a lifting action to be exerted by the flexible 
support upon box blanks being transferred from 
the stapling machine to the bight-forming ma 
chine. 

7. The combination with a box blank stapling 
machine and a bight-forming machine having 
work feeding means for drawing into the bight 
forming machine box blanks discharged by the 
Stapling machine, of means to reduce the bur 
den imposed upon the work feeding means by the 
weight of the box blanks being transferred from 
the stapling machine to the bight-forming ma 
chine, comprising, a flexible band connecting the 
two machines to support box blanks delivered 
from the Stapling machine and means arranged 
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to maintain a constant lifting pressure on the 
band and box blanks Supported thereon. 

8. The combination with a box blank stapling 
machine and a bight-forming machine having 
work feeding means for drawing into the bight 
forming machine box blanks discharged by the 
stapling machine, of means to reduce the bur 
den imposed upon the work feeding means by 
the weight of the box blanks being transferred 
from the stapling machine to the bight-forming 
machine, comprising, a fiexible loop arranged be 
tween the confronting ends of the machines, and 
weight means arranged to maintain a COnStant 
lifting pressure on the loop and box blanks Sup 
ported thereon. 

9. The combination with a box blank stapling 
machine and a bight-forming machine having 
work feeding means for drawing into the bight 
forming machine box blanks discharged by the 
stapling machine, of means to reduce the burden 
imposed upon the work feeding means by the 
weight of the box blanks being transferred from 

5 

6 
the stapling machine to the bight-forming ma 
chine, comprising, a flexible Support for the box 
blanks arranged between the confronting ends 
of the machines, and means arranged to main 
tain a constant lifting action on the flexible 
Support. 
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